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Topics

Methods overview/refresher

What are formal methods?

What is formal language design?

Formal language design as method

If we have time: 

Notation: The Good, the Bad, the Ugly



Methods refresher

Recall: methods are how you do something

Closely tied to research questions and hypotheses

Specifically: Methods are the community-recognized accepted evaluation techniques.



Methods refresher:
Qualitative methods

Research area: Human Factors

Project: Design for accessibility

Hypothesis: This design is usable

Method: Scenario Based Design

• Tell a “story”, record how a user 

responds



Methods refresher:
Quantitative methods

Research area: Reinforcement Learning

Project: Novel learning algorithm

Hypothesis: New algorithm is better

Method: Benchmarking

• Naïve sample of environments not 

representative

• Select representative collection

• Must be updated



Methods refresher:
Formal methods

Research area: Programming Languages

Project: Language-based security

Hypothesis: This approach is less 
conservative than past approach

Method: Formal proof

• Today: would also do an empirical 

evaluation
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What are formal methods?

[A] Formal system … [is the] theoretical organization of 

terms and implicit relationships that is used as a tool for the 

analysis of the concept of deduction. 

Models—structures that interpret the symbols of a formal 

system—are often used in conjunction with formal systems.

Encyclopedia Britannica: https://www.britannica.com/topic/formal-system

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/implicit
https://www.britannica.com/topic/deduction-reason
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Why formalize?

Classically: formal notation is a kind of 

language; purpose is communication

Can also think of formal notation as a 

kind of compression

Purpose: to make something easier than 
it would have been without the notation



How can this possibly be 
easier?

1. ”Fluent speakers” can understand quickly.

2. Disambiguates things that are not 

disambiguated in other languages.

3. Makes some properties easier to prove 



What speakers see

Example from Yang et al., A Language for 

Automatically Enforcing Privacy Policies, 

POPL 2012

Top: tells me how write example programs

Non-standard content: levels

Bottom: Tells me what structure to reason

over



Disambiguation

Example from Yang et al., A Language for 

Automatically Enforcing Privacy Policies, 

POPL 2012

Let vs. let-rec

• Just let – need to have a function call,

dynamic check

• Let-rec – pushes this reasoning to the 

syntax level



Proofs

Example from Yang et al., A Language for 

Automatically Enforcing Privacy Policies, 

POPL 2012

• Proving things we care about generally 

(progress and preservation)

• Proving a specific property (soundness of 

data release)

• Highlighting the non-standard parts



Another example

(Do stuff on the board)



A story about the power of models and formalisms

Problem domain: compilers

• A compiler transforms code in some way

• Optimizing compiler: make a new program that is EQUIVALENT and FASTER

• How to do this? Memory hierarchy and locality: register -> cache -> disk

• Central question: how to optimally allocate to registers?

• Model as a graph, equivalent to graph coloring

• Nodes: program variables; edges: ”liveness”
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A story about the power of models and formalisms

Formal language solution:

• Rewrite the program to an intermediate representation (IR): static single assignment

• This IR generates many more variables, but changes the graph connectivity

• No longer the general graph-coloring problem

• Now: special subset of graphs that are easier to reason about 

• Problem is now tractable (NO LONGER NP-COMPLETE)
Where have we seen 

this before?
(Horn clause)



Big idea

Syntactic rewrites can change 

the complexity of a problem.
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What is formal language design?

Each formal system has a formal language composed of primitive symbols acted on by 

certain rules of formation 

(statements concerning the symbols, functions, and sentences allowable in the system) 

and developed by inference from a set of axioms. 

The system thus consists of any number of formulas built up through finite combinations of the 

primitive symbols—combinations that are formed from the axioms in accordance with the 

stated rules.

Encyclopedia Britannica: https://www.britannica.com/topic/formal-system

https://www.britannica.com/topic/inference-reason
https://www.britannica.com/topic/set-mathematics-and-logic


Primitive Symbols

Rules of formation



Rule-based finite 
combinations

let x = fn1(“asdf”)
let y = fn2(“fdsa”)

let z = 
if x 
then 
level top in
policy bot then top in y

else 
y

print z
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What kinds of things do 
we prove?

All kinds of things

• Program equivalence (may not be 

decidable)

• Type inference is sound (progress and 

preservation)

• Domain-specific properties (“correct by 

construction”)
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Formal language design as method

“Correct by construction”

Goal: Design a language (primitives and rules for connecting them) such that 

by virtue of being expressed in that language,

a program must have certain properties.



Formal language design as method

“Correct by construction”

As method: A community-approved way of evaluating hypotheses and research 

questions



Formal language design as method

“Correct by construction”

Research questions: Often appear to be can we (b/c we focus on the design), but

are often actually mechanistic. Why? 



Method of the method (recipe)

1. Surface syntax (easy to write, easy to extract, etc.)

2. Typically translate into a core language.

1. May be smaller/simpler (reduces redundancies required by ”users”)

2. May have more rules (disambiguation)

3. Core language has a semantics, rules for what syntax means.

1. Semantics may add a bunch of new notation, depending on the task.

4. Prove things over the semantics (inductively).



Formal language semantics example

Important things to remember:

1. These rules are mechanistic and 
tightly coupled with the syntax

2. Every syntactic construct (of the 
core lang.) gets used at least 
once.

3. You make this stuff up.
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Notations you might see
Three styles of semantics:

1. Denotation

1. Mostly in linguistics, logic, mathematics, old-school PL, defined over abstract objects.

2. “What this program means”

2. Axiomatic

1. Most in distributed and large-scale systems, defined over axioms (things that must be true).

2. ”What collection of things are true in this program.”

3. Operational

1. Mostly in modern PL, novel languages, small systems, defined over a machine that takes steps.

2. “What this program does.”


